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   Fall color and beyond the beachy waves! 
David's latest fall photo shoot is all about enhancing what you have, not changing it! Very natural, with no grow out. 

Color technique: Balayage.
Products:
Crown scalp scrub with Sunset Boulevard shampoo and conditioner.
One prep spray to comb through followed by Aircraft for blowdrying.
Death Valley dry shampoo at the root on dry hair for volume.
Styling technique: Flat iron pushing the hair upward and bending while tapping to create a finger wave pattern.

Love this look? Book your appointment for the whole shebang or book just for the style for the holidays. Yes, the holidays are quickly approaching and Tina and David are already booking up, so get in if you have dates in mind. If you're having a hard time getting last minute appointments, Jason will put you on the cancellation list for last minute openings.
 
Crown Scalp Scrub

In modern day monarchy, always start at the top. This purifying and soothing scrub will detox, cleanse and rebalance your scalp.


Good for: Sensitive or oily scalps. Anyone looking for a clean, rebalanced scalp and shiny, healthy hair.
Fragrance: RELATIVE PARADISE - A bright, earthy composition. Sicilian Lemon, Tangerine, Eucalyptus, Green Tea, Tree Moss, Crisp Amber

Vegan + Cruelty-Free Scalp Scrub

R+Co 


Oribe pre-shampoo intensive conditioner...

Signature Complex Pre-shampoo Lychee and Edelweiss Flower Extracts) defends hair from oxidative stress, photoaging and the deterioration of natural keratin all while protecting from the drying, damaging and color-depleting effects of the elements. 
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